A versatile plug and play OBDII device that directly monitors and communicates vital vehicle information. Compatible with most modern passenger & commercial vehicles.

Device Benefits
- Plug and play compatible - no wiring
- Extracts vehicle information from vehicle where possible, eg:
  - VIN
  - Fuel level
  - Fuel usage (litres per 100km)
  - RPM
  - Odometer
  - Battery voltage
  - Diagnostic Trouble Codes & Check Engine Light
  - Ignition status
- Easily re-installed into other vehicles when vehicle on-sold
- Device can also be hardwired with adapter cable

Warranty
Fleetdynamics offers a lifetime warranty on this hardware. Our warranty is subject to the conditions that the device was not tampered with, damaged by water or poor installation.

At Fleetdynamics we offer a number of different packaging and bulk purchase options. To speak with a Fleetdynamics specialist about all the options available to you please call 1300 087 225 or email sales@fleetdynamics.com.au

Related Products
Hybrid Tracker (FD-HYB), Hardwired (FD-TRK)